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Abstract: This article challenges orthodox Marxist 
conceptualisations of the revolutionary subject by buil-
ding on the autonomist Marxist feminist tradition now in 
its fourth decade. It argues that by expanding our con-
ceptualisation of capitalist relations to include the sphere 
of social reproduction, the creation of a gendered divi-
sion of labour and the construction of alienated subjecti-
vities we open a window on the multiple subjects that are 
at the heart of contemporary anti-capitalist struggles and 
render visible an increasing feminisation of resistance in 
Latin America. Through an analysis of the narratives of 
three women participants in the Urban Land Committees 
(CTUs) in Venezuela we see that women are at the heart 

new democratic subjectivities, and re-invent social trans-
formation, processes in which woman, family and com-
munity are renegotiated and re-imagined.  This analysis 
demonstrates the urgent need to reinvigorate a Marxist 
feminist praxis that can make visible, contribute to and 
theorise in solidarity with contemporary forms of anti-
capitalist struggle.

Key Words: autonomous Marxist feminism, gender, 
subjectivity, Venezuelan women

Reinventando los sujetos revolucionarios en Venezuela

Resumen: -
nes ortodoxas marxistas del sujeto revolucionario con 

nuestra conceptualizacion de las relaciones capitalistas 
para incluir la esfera de la reproduccion social, la crea-
cion de una division del trabajo generizada y la construc-
cion de subjetividades alienadas, abrimos una ventana 

-
-

ble una feminizacion cada vez mayor de la resistencia en 
America Latina. A traves de un analisis de las narrativas 
de tres mujeres participantes de los Comites de Tierras 

la practica de la politica, crear nuevas subjetividades de-
mocraticas, reinvigorar y re-inventar la transformacion 
social, asi como los procesos en los cuales se renegocian 
y re-imaginan mujer, familia, y comunidad. Este analisis 
demuestra la necesidad urgente de reinvigorar la prac-

contemporaneas de lucha anti-capitalista, contribuir a 
esas formas de lucha y teorizarlas.

Palabras clave: feminismo marxista autonomo, gene-
ro, subjetividad, mujeres venezolanas

Introduction
Entering the debate: feminist analyses of neoli-
beralism

-

-
-

-

La manzana de la discordia, 
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health, education and housing, and assaults on the 

whilst we witness a surge in female participation in 

growth in unregulated, part-time and contractual 

The removal and privatisation of services in health, 
housing and education that has coincided with the 

of ensuring the survival and reproduction of their fa-

female shoulders. Selma and Dalla Costa’s argument 
remains salient, that: 

to return to the isolation of the home…any more 

-

-
talism involving the disciplining and division of 
proletarian struggles of the 1970s (including femi-

However, many of these same analyses also po-
-

interactions and relationships, pointing out how the 
-

-
ded consequences. Mothers, families and communi-
ties in these conditions of marginality have sought 

the margins of the money economy, forms of resis-

-
-

tance that challenges traditions of western political 

rests on a conceptualisation of the political that is 

-

-
gest a stretching of traditional conceptualisations of 
politics and the site of political struggle away from 
solely focusing on the point of production and on 

-
-

nist analysis of women’s resistance in the everyday 
politics of the community. By stretching our analy-
sis of capitalism to social reproduction and to the 

and social relationships we open an analytic win-
dow onto the revolutionary potentials of everyday 
forms of informal politics, forms of politics which 

masculinised revolutionary analysis. 
-

vival and poverty in the contemporary period, we 
are also witnessing the increasing feminisation of 

-
-
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cesses of the feminisation of resistance have achie-
ved only marginal attention. There is, therefore, a 
political urgency to this engagement. Our focus will 

the heart and lungs of popular struggle in contempo-

reproducing academicism which presents as much 
-

pment of revolutionary theory and practice.

through which to analyse women’s struggles in 
Venezuela. This practical theorisation came out of 

increasing politicisation of social reproduction, the 

increasing discomfort with and rejection of a po-

feminism that focused on the dominant script of 
-

-

their struggles. 

Autonomist Marxist feminism
To him she was a fragmented commodity whose 
feelings and choices were rarely considered; her 
head and her heart were separated from her back 
and her hands and divided from her womb and 
vagina. Her back and muscle were pressed into 

-
sure, was the gateway to the womb, which was his 
place of capital investment- the capital investment 
being the sex-act and the resulting child the ac-
cumulated surplus

the ‘goal of this system, namely the never-ending 

unless patriarchal man-woman relations are main-

tained or newly created. Patriarchy constitutes the 
-

-

-

struggles against patriarchy as secondary to, and 
separate from, struggles against capitalism. Such a 

-

a necessary condition for capitalist reproduction. In 
so doing it misunderstands the nature of capitalism, 
thus limiting and devaluing women’s social power.1

-

-

struggle for emancipation.’
-

-
volutionary and autonomous women’s struggles 

women’s social power and autonomy during the 
feminist struggles of the 1970s. This resulted in 

-

primitive accumulation, which demonstrated how 
-

1I am not claiming that patriarchy and capitalism are one and the same 
for all time, rather that they are mutually constitutive in their present 
iterations.
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-

claimed that the capitalist family did not produce for 
capitalism and was not therefore value producing, 

-

-

-

-
te sphere is material, affective, physiological and 

-
gue, ‘She is always on duty, for the machine doesn’t 

hidden underside of capitalist reproduction which 
-

in social reproduction is increasingly out-sourced 
-
-

the other half of capitalist organisation - the hidden 
source of surplus value. Thus the different aspects 
of social reproduction such as health, education, 

fertility and the family are all sites of the construc-
tion of capitalist social relations. Accordingly they 

-

of producing capitalist social relations.
Additionally alternative historiographies-from-

were developed which showed how primitive accu-
mulation is an on-going process of creating a parti-

man and women, with the former concentrated in 

historiographies demonstrated how over the ‘last 

-
sis of the whole.’

-

midwives, single women, deviants, healers, non-
conformists and shamans was directly connected to 
the emergence of capitalism as a political and eco-
nomic system, the professionalization and masculi-
nisation of modern science and medicine, and with 

torture through mechanical devices [was] a tool for 

Capitalism created the modern family and 
-

nity and caring relationships resulting in the atomi-
sation and privatisation of social reproduction. The 

de-valued and associated with the female of the 

Costa and James continue,
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domination of capital which has transformed our 
reproductive organs as much as our arms and legs 
into instruments of accumulation of surplus la-

productive to this accumulation. (Dalla Costa and 

These processes also rely on the alienation of 

economic domination in the form of the state and 

-
de into the proletariat creates divisions along a mul-

-

man and woman, the productive and the unproduc-
tive, production and social reproduction, the self 
and other ensure the separation of ourselves and our 
communities into disjointed fragments. It is upon 
this destructive and divisive series of separations, 
divisions and hierarchies that capitalism is premised 

-

which are constitutive of capitalist social relation-

the world proletariat that divides ourselves against 

-
line and feminine, which we use to designate two 

-

-
timate producer of these alienated forms of human 

Despite ghettoization and marginalization in the 
-

suggests the need for concrete historicized analysis 

-
tions of domination and resistance. 

The Feminisation of Resistance in Venezuela

Vega a shanty town in Caracas, Venezuela, 

-
minisation of resistance. As in the tradition of 

-

to the election of Chavez to power in 1998 to 
move on to an analysis of contemporary forms 
of feminised resistance.

-

2 and residents of La Vega 
shanty town with a half-century history and popula-

hills surrounding the valley in which central Caracas 

3 -

2

were created through a Presidential decree for land reform in 2002. 
Each is comprised of 100-200 shantytown families who are allowed 

thousands of titles, the CTUs – of which there are more than 6,000 – 

-
naling their autonomy from the central government while at the same 
time transforming themselves from land acquisition organizations to a 
national grassroots social movement.

 3

-

political forces and the informal poor.
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prised of economic informality, political de-legiti-

their social conditions into social relations of dig-

-
clusion, impoverishment and oppression. They are 
also the heart, lungs and mind of popular politics 
past and present. 

4 are three women 
-

-
tempt to develop a socialism of the 21st century [6], 
via their involvement in the CTUs formed in 2003.

La Pobreza y Yo: 1958-1998: Historiographies 
from below

was forced to leave her family home and arrived in 

-

her arrival in La Vega. Sometimes this involved pro-
-

times it meant organizing the community in order 

-

with my children and family. Always, thirty years 

-

She recalls when in the late 1980s the organized 
-

with the author.

guerilla left and student movement were forced into 

these revolutionaries, giving them shelter, and of-
fering political solidarity. Isaura would stay up all 
night with a hand-held printing machine, printing 

-

-

to the community, in hiding, so that the authorities 

As conditions worsened following economic de-

late 1980s she recounts the rise in the cost of food 
and the increase in unemployment, ‘There are always 

-

-

the deaths, sons of her friends shot, the army and 
police invasion. Yet she also recounts the continuing 
community unity, as families helped each other to 

sancocho
middle of the street, young ones put on music, we 

school and wanted to continue with her education. 
One of the ways to do this was to train as a nun. As 

yes it was clean and regular food and much discus-
sion of sin and goodness and paradise in the after-

left the convent never to return. ‘I told the superior 
that I was very ill, that I needed time to rest and I 

Comunidades Ecclesiasticas de Base (CEB, Chris-
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-

classes for the youth and children. She was at the 
centre of struggles for health, education and water, 
acting as a charismatic community leader and sym-

anyone, whoever they say they are, with whatever 
arms they come with. She will stand right in front of 

cloth and school her four children. Additionally, 

centre of community activity and discussion. As she 

Cristina, the youngest of these three women was 

of intense political activity. Joining as a young tee-
nager Bandera Roja, a revolutionary left group, she 
left after a few years, disillusioned with the corrupt 
elitist practices that mirrored those of traditional po-
liticians.

over the struggle for water and education, and en-
gaged in cultural activities as a way to strengthen 
community collective consciousness. However, her 

-
tations of young women. ‘I love my community, my 

have not followed the traditional path.’       

Punto Fijo period help us to piece together the re-
ality of the popular history of resistance and domi-

-
thers and housewives, providing social welfare and 

-
nation, nor a defence of a female identity in isolation 
from other elements of their gendered and classed 

water, community and life. In the process, family, 

resistance, potentially transforming the limitations 
of patriarchal capitalist gendered relationships and 
roles. Thus family and community simultaneously 

-

capitalist gendered relations of domination.
 Religion was central to the politicisation of com-

munity and family. The contradictions of the orga-
nised Catholic Church’s rhetoric and practice, com-

They were not passively received and reproduced 
-

paradise on earth. Yet as elements of Catholicism 
were contested and reclaimed other elements were 

-

contested relations of passivity and domination in 
-

lations in their private lives. 
These women’s histories also help us to unders-

tand some of the trends within the popular politics 
at the heart of Chavismo: the suspicion of represen-
tational politics of political parties and the state wi-

democracy and community led change that are so 
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-

and the centrality of women as agents attempting to 
-

racterizations of female shanty town dwellers their 
stories reveal fragments of a rich popular history, 
agency and rationality (see also Fernandes 2007 for 

Chavismo: Ahora Sí: 1999: The feminisation of 
resistance: new revolutionary subjects

As Chavez toured around the country in the mid-
1990s attempting to gather support for the MVR 

  La Vega was caught in the discussions 

-
porter, participating in the political campaign to en-
sure his election in the 1998 presidential election: 

-

-
ing and voting for Chavez. He came to visit us here 

-

-

activities of decades, giving her authority and rec-
ognition. However, Isaura often laments the recent 

in the water committee now. Everyone has returned 

others. I wish that things would change’. 
Her energy and commitment to her community 

-

 The MVR was a left-wing political party in Venezuela which was 

local sewage project, travels to the centre one and 

attends a meeting or two of the CTU’s, the local 
politicos community meeting, arrives home as late 

years old, she tells me, ‘This is my life. There is a 
chance for change, for us all to have water, health, 
housing, dignity. Men and women together, children 

community, central to the campaign to get Chavez 
elected and then to defeat the attempted coup against 
the Chavez government in 2002: 

and we refused to leave until they returned Chavez 

what they always did to us, to deny us our rights…

early hours of the morning. I cried, we all cried.

She was involved in 2003 in the setting up of one 

to those involved with popular grassroots struggle 
in the last twenty years she entered the land com-

-
galization of their land ownership. During the Punto 

hills surrounding Caracas, we were not on the map. 
-

clude us.’
However the community came to realise that le-

-
lems that they faced relating to housing and envi-
ronment. Their project gradually deepened through 

-
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-
-

developed the programme of democratising the city, 
-

vironments in order to create social justice for all, 
with access to, and control over, education, health, 
employment, community.’

Her commitment to ensuring dignity and justice 

projects of the CTU’s of La Vega and Venezuela, 
and dealing with the individual social and economic 

-

life and health. She is often ill and faces mounting 
-

injustice and inhumanity. To develop paradise on 
earth is something that we can and will do. Some-

-
zation of the CTU’s in her community in La Vega. 
However, her role in the organization is more na-

involved in developing a methodology of participa-
-

and of other elements of the political process, and 

-

-
velopment and action.’

Her struggle to transform her community is inti-

-

often judged for leaving her to continue my social 

-

families against each other, ‘The internalisation of 

only of themselves in isolation from their commu-

-
trol us’. 

-
mation are highly critically of the tradition of van-

organised left and the politicos of the democratic 

-
edge of the shanty town dwellers and not from any 

-

organized, when we see our power and potential, 

of power, a new democracy.

These women’s struggles and lives testify to a 
-

sistance since Chavez’s advent to power. They also 

such resistance. 
In varied ways the women of the Comités de 

-

as gendered and isolated individuals that perform 
the role of provider of social welfare and social re-
production. Their struggle for the democratization 

to reclaim a collective process of the provision, 

housing. In the process motherhood, womanhood 
and family are transformed as social welfare is col-

-

-
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cial reproduction. Yet, the fact that the majority of 
those involved in this process are women re-articu-

it is highly feminised also reproduces this gendered 
-

to the women of the community, there are tenden-

themselves for others, 
In differing ways, these women share the view 

that it is essential to connect the personal with the 

-
ternalisation of relations of domination that this pro-
duces. Yet such internal domination is often rearticu-

to play the traditional role of wife and mother. 
The politicization of community, family and 

-

-

create life1. Its use against the oppressive and coer-
cive elements of the state in protests and as means 

of resistance and pride. 
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